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ABSTRACT 
The definition of a projector under a seminorm is given. Such a projector is not 
unique. Operators projecting into a given linear subspace under a seminorm form an 
affine linear subalgebra of the linear associative algebra of square matrices. The 
authors have introduced elsewhere the concept of a minimum seminorm semileast 
squares inverse of a complex matrix. It is shown here that the same concept could 
also be defined in terms of projectors under seminorms. This extends a similar 
definition for the Moore Penrose inverse given in terms of orthogonal projectors 
under the usual Euclidean norms. Various properties of a projector under a seminorm 
and also of a minimum seminorm semileast squares inverse are obtained including 
representations giving general solutions for both. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of projection under a seminorm was introduced in Rao and 
Mitra [6,7]. In the present publication, we propose to study this operator in 
greater detail while correcting some errors in earlier results. 
The study of projection under a seminorm arose out of its importance in 
the statistical problem of estimation of parameters in linear models when the 
random variables have a singular covariance matrix. We hope it will find 
applications in other areas too. 
We denote by EP the vector space of all complex p-tuples. Let A be a 
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complex matrix of order m X n and M a nonnegative definite matrix of order 
m X m. Let 92. (A) denote the vector space spanned by the columns of A. 
DEFINITION A matrix P,(,) is called a projector into 3, (A) with respect 
to the seminorm defined by ((x((~ =(x*Mx)‘/‘, x~ E” if and only if the 
following two conditions hold 
P,y E “n(A) Vy E E” (l-la) 
(l.lb) 
We denote P,(,) simply by PA when the seminorm involved is understood 
with reference to context. The class of such matrices which are projectors 
into 9R (A) is denoted by {PA CMj} or simply by {PA}. 
In Rao and Mitra [6,7] is shown the existence of a matrix G, called 
M-semileast squares inverse of A, such that 13= Gy is a M-semileast squares 
solution of Ax = y, that is, one which minimizes ( y -AZ)* M( y - Ax). Then 
Af = AGy and one choice of PA is AC. This establishes the connection 
between projection operators and generalized inverses. 
2. PROJECTION OPERATOR UNDER SEMINORMS 
We establish the following lemmas and theorems concerning projection 
operators under seminorms. 
LEMMA 2.1. The matrix P of order m X m is a projector onto %L (P) iff 
P*MP= MP. (2.1) 
Proof With (l.la) trivially satisfied, one need only consider (l.lb). 
Observe that (I-P)*MP#O+y*(Z-P)*MPz#O for some y,z~&“*( y- 
Py)*M(y-Py)>(y-Px)*M(y-Px) where x=y+cz and E=y*(Z-P) 
* MPz/z*P* MPz, which contradicts (l.lb). Thus the necessity of (2.1) is 
established. To prove sufficiency, check that (2-l)+ y - Px)*M( y - Px) 
= ( y - Py)*M( y - Py) + ( y - x)*P*MP( y - x) which shows that for each x 
we have indeed the strict inequality in (l.Ib) unless 
MPx = MPy . 
As a simple consequence of Lemma 2.1, we have Lemma 2.2. 
(2.2) 
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LEMMA 2.2. Condition (2.1) is equivalent to 
(MP)* = MP, 
MP2 = MP. 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
THEOREM 2.1. P is a projector into %(A) iff 
(i) ‘X,(P) c %(A), 
(ii) P*MP= MP (or MP= P*M), 
(iii) MPA = MA. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to that of Lemma 2.1. 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.4~) 
THEOREM 2.2. 
following 
The conditions of Theorem 2.1 are equivalent to the 
(i) s(P) c *(A), (2.5a) 
(ii) P*MP= MP, (2.5b) 
(iii) Rank( MP) = Rank( MA). (2.5~) 
Proof. (2.4a)*P=AK for some matrix K. Then MP= MAK*Rank(MP) 
< Rank(MA). But (2,4c)*Rank(MP) > Rank(MA). Thus Rank(MP) 
= Rank(MA) so that (2.5 a,b,c) follow from (2.4 a,b,c). (2.5a) and (2.5~) 
*MA = MPR for some matrix R. Using (2.5b) MA = MPR = P* MPR = P*MA 
= MPA which establishes the reverse equivalence. 
Note 1. (2.5b) and (2.5~) or (2.4c)+.lb). This, however, is no guaran- 
tee that P would project into the right subspace for which we need (l.la) or 
equivalently (2.5a). When M is positive definite, (2.5~) and (2.4~) are 
respectively equivalent to Rank(P)= Rank(A) and PA = A and these two 
together imply ‘X(P) = %(A) and hence (2.5a). 
Note 2. If P is a projector into ‘X(A) and Em(P) c P?R (B) c %(A), 
then P is also a projector into 9R, (B). Let C denote the collection of all such 
linear subspaces of E” with the property that if the subspace s is a member 
of C then P is a projector into 5, C is thus a partially ordered set with 
respect to the set inclusion relation. The minimal and maximal elements in C 
are given by % (P) and Em (P) + 97, (M), respectively, where % (M) is the 
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nullspace of M. The linear transformation ii4 maps each linear space in C 
onto the same image space, which we denote by S (P). Observe that 
S(P)= “nc(MP) IS a characteristic of the projector P. 
THEOREM 2.3. For i = 1,2 let Pi be a proiector into % (PJ. Then 
(a) P, + Pz is a projector if and only if MP,Pz = MPzP, = 0. 
(b) P, - Pz is a projector if and only if MPIPz = MPzP, = MP,. 
(c) PIPz is a projector if and only if MPIPz = MP, P,. 
Proof, Similar propositions for the usual projectors (orthogonal or obli- 
que) are well known (see, for example, Chapter 5 of Rao and Mitra 7) and 
Theorem 2.3 could be proved on the same lines. We shall however prove the 
necessity parts of Theorem 2.3(a) and (c) to show the changes that may be 
needed in the proof. 
M(P,+P,)‘=M(P1+P2),MP,“=MPi and (MPi)*=MPi 
JM(P,P~+P,P,) =0 
* MP1P2” + MP2P,P2 = P; MP; + MPzP,P2 
= P: MP, + MP2P,P2 = MP,P2 + MP,P,P, = 0 
+P;MP,P,+ P;MP2P1P2= MPzPlP2+ MP;P1P2 
= 2 MP2P,P2 = 0. 
Back substitution in the preceding steps show MP,P2= MP2P, =O, thus 
establishing the necessity part of Theorem 2.3(a). 
(MP,)* = MP,, ( MPIP2)* = MP,P,+ 
MP,P2=P;MP2=P~P,*M=(P~P,*M)*=MP2P,. 
This establishes the necessity part of Theorem 2.3 (c). 
When M is positive semi-definite, a projection into %(A) is not unique. 
We have, however, the following result. 
THEOREM 2.4. lf P and p are two choices of a projector into “X(A), 
then so are 
Pp and xP+(l-X)F (2.6a) 
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for any complex number A, and 
Proof. From (2.4a) and (2.4~) it follows that 
MpP= MP2= MP. 
Using (2.4b) and (2.7) we have 
(2.6b) 
(2.7) 
(P-P)*M(P-P)=M(P-F)2=0. 
Hence MP= Mp apd (2.6b) is established. 
To_ show that P=)\P+ (1 -h)P is indeed a projector into 9R (A), check 
that P trivially satisfies (2.4a) and (2.4~). Also 
=M[)\P+(l-h)P]=Mi. 
Thus i satisfies (2.4b) as well as being thus a projector into ?JR. (A). 
Theorem 2.4 shows that the class of projectors into 9.,(A), under a 
seminorm, is a affine sublinear space of the linear space of matrices of order 
m X m. Further, it is also closed under multiplication. In this sense we have 
the following result: 
THEOREM 2.5. The projectors into %(A) under a seminorm span an 
affine linear subalgebra of the linear associative algebra of m x m matrices. 
The following two theorems lead to an explicit algebraic representation of 
a projector under a seminorm by showing first how a projector with respect 
to a seminorm is related to an orthogonal projector with respect to the usual 
Euclidean norm. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M = C* DC where D is nonnegative definite. Then 
(4 (PCMD, c> c PALWL 
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04 &4(D) C} = { CPAcMj} if and only if either 
9lL( C") c ‘X(M) + %(A*), (2.8a) 
and / or 
C* C is positive definite. (2.8b) 
Proof. (a) is a simple consequence of the fact that 
Ily-Axll,=llCy-CAxll,. 
For (b) the sufficiency of (2.8a) follows from Theorem 2.6(a) and Theorem 
2.4 since, when Gxc (C*) c !lTL (M) + 97, (A’); the uniqueness of MP,(,) as 
implied by (2.6b) implies that CPAcMj be unique irrespective of the choice of 
the projector PAcMj. To prove the sufficiency of (2.8b) choose and fix 
matrices P E { PAcMj} and Q E { PcAcDj} such that CP= QC. Existence of such 
a pair P, 0 follows from Theorem 2.6(a). Also let the matrix K be such that 
X(K)= %(A) n %((M). F rom (2.6b) and Theorem 2.1 it is seen that a 
general solution to P,(,) is given by PAIMj = P+ KU, where U is such that 
KU is a matrix of order mX m and is otherwise arbitrary. Observe that 
Q+ CKU(C*C)-‘C* is indeed one choice of Pc+-,) and 
C(P+KU)=(Q+CKU(C*C)-lC*)C. 
To prove the “only if’ part of Theorem 2.6(b), assume that both (2.8a) 
and (2.8b) are untrue. Let P and Q be determined as in above. Let u be a 
vector in Em which is not in ?X (C*) and u be a vector in %. (K ) which is 
not in % (C). It is easily seen that 
P+ uu* E {PAW) 
C(P+ w*) @:(PG4(&1’ 
THEOREM 2.7. (a) Let M = C*C. Then 
CPA(M) = pc*,z,c- (2.9a) 
(b) A general solution to P,(,, is 
P,(,,=A(A*MA)-A*M+A[Z-(A*MA)-AMA]U, (2.9b) 
where U is arbitrary and (A* MA)- called a generalized inverse (or a 
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g-inverse) of A+MA represents a matrix such that 
A*MA(A*MA)-A*MA=A*MA. 
Proof. (2.9a) follows from Theorem 2.6(b). The uniqueness of CPAcMj 
under (2.8a) was noted in the proof of this Theorem. Using the explicit 
representation of the orthogonal projector given for example in Rao and 
Mitra [7, p. 1111 we have 
P cA(IJC= CA(A*C*CA)-A*C*C= CA(A*MA)-A*M. 
A(A*MA)-A*M is thus seen to be one choice of PA(,). (2.9b) follows from 
the fact that 
%[A{z-(A*MA)-A*MA}]= %(A)~I S(M) 
[ Mitra and Rao [3]]. 
3. MINIMUM SEMINORM SEMILEAST SQUARES INVERSE 
Let the seminorms of x E E” and y E E” be defined by 
(I”JIN=(x*Nxy2 II YIIM = ( Y*MY)‘/~~ 
where M and N are nonnegative definite matrices. As in Rao and Mitra (6,7), 
we define the following: 
(a) G is a g-inverse of A if x = Gy is a solution of the consistent equation 
Ax = y, tl y E %, (A). We represent such an inverse by A -, the entire class 
by {A-}, and the subclass satisfying (A-)- = A by {A;}. 
(b) G is a minimum N-seminorm, M-semileast squares inverse of A if 
and only if x= Gy has minimum N-seminorm among the semileast squares 
solutions of Ax= y which is possibly inconsistent. We denote the class of 
such matrices by { AMN}. The subclass {A&,,} consists of such inverses A,, 
which are also in {A,- ) 
It may be noted that A,, is the Moore-Penrose inverse when M and N 
are positive definite and is unique. The unique A,, E {A,-} and is therefore 
of the type A&,. In general, when M and N are not positive definite, A,, is 
not unique and need not be a g-inverse in the sense defined in Rao and 
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Mitra (6). We investigate the properties of AM8 and the conditions under 
which A,, is unique, ALN exists, and related problems. 
THEOREM 3.1. For G to be A,, it is necessary and sufficient that 
(a) MAGA = MA, (AG)*M= MAG (3.la) 
(b) %(NG) c %(A*MA). (3.lb) 
Proof For i = Gy to satisfy the requirement I(Ax - y 11 M > \[A? - y (1 M it 
is necessary and sufficient that i is a solution of the equation 
A*MAx=A*My (3.2a) 
wA*MAG=A*M (3.2b) 
W(3.la). 
A general solution to (3.2a) is given by 
x=i+[Z-(A*MA)-A*MA]z, (3.3) 
where 2 E E” is arbitrary. For 33 to have minimum N seminorm in this class, 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
(?)*N[z-(A*MA)-A*MA]~=O tlye E~,~E E” 
w(3.lb). 
(3.4) 
THEOREM 3.2. For G to be A,, it is necessary that 
(a) MAGA = MA, (AG)*M= MAG, (3.5a) 
(b’) NGAG=NG, (GA)*N= NGA. (3.5b) 
The conditions (a) and (b’) are respectively equivalent to 
AG E{P~} and GAE{Z’,}, (3.5c) 
where PA is a projector under the M seminorm and PC is a projector under 
the N seminorm, as defined in Section 2 of this paper. 
Proof A*MAG=A*M+A*MA(Z- GA)=0 VZE E”. If ?=Gy, for 
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arbitrary z E E” 
x=2+(1-GA)z (3.0) 
is a solution to (3.2a), though not necessarily the general solution. For 2 to 
have a minimum N seminorm in this class, it is necessary and sufficient that 
(;)*N(I- GA)z=~ V~EE”,ZE En (3.7) 
oG*N(Z- GA)=0 
-condition (b’) of Theorem 3.2. 
Using Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. For G to be A,, it is necessary and sufficient that 
AGE{P,}, GAE{P,}, (3.8a) 
and 
5 (GA) C %(A*ktA), (3.8b) 
where S ( ) is the characteristic of a projector as introduced in Note 2 
following Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. Necessity of (3.8a) was proved in Theorem 3.2. When (3.8a) or 
equivalently (3.5a) and (3.5b) holds, G satisfies the equation 
NGAG = NG. 
Hence 5 (GA)= EJR(NP,)= %(NGA)= “srt(NG). 
Necessity of (3.8b) and its sufficiency in conjunction with (3.8a) therefore 
follows from Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. If Rank(A*MA)=Rank(A), then conditions (i) or (ii) is 
necessary and sufficient for G to be A,,. 
(i) AGE{P,}, GAE{P,}. (3.9a) 
(ii) MAGA=MA,(AG)*M=MAG,NGAG=NG,and (GA)*N=NGA. 
(3.9b) 
Proof. The “necessity” part was established in Theorem 3.2. The proof 
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of the “sufficiency” part consists in showing that when the matrices A*MA 
and A are of the same rank, x as determined in (3.6) is indeed a general 
solution to (3.2a), so that the conditions which are shown to be necessary in 
the proof of Theorem 3.2 are also seen to be sufficient. 
Let G be a matrix satisfying (3.2b). Observe that 
Rank(A*MA) =RankA+%(A*MA) = %(A*)+GA=.ZA*MA 
for some matrix _Z. Also 
A*MAG=A*M+A*MAGA=A*MA+A*MAJA*MA=A*MA 
+Ze{(A*MA)-} *GA=(A*MA)-A*MA 
for a suitable choice of the generalized inverse (A* MA)-. This shows that 
here (3.6) and (3.3) determine an identical class of solutions and the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 is complete. 
THEOREM 3.5. The following statements are true: 
(i) NG, = NG, if G, and G, are two choices of A,,. 
(ii) {AMN} = {AILIN,} if NO= N+ A*MA. 
(iii) G,= N;A*MA(A*MAN;A*MA)-A*M is one choice of AMN. 
r;) 
(zi) 
z = G, + (I- NGN,) U is a general solution to A,,. 
is unique if and only if N + A* MA is positive definite. 
Zfi E {AMN), th en ?X[N{z-(A*MA)-A*MA)]=GX{N(~- 
GA)). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, NG,= A* MAK, for some Ki (i = 1,2). Hence 
(G:-G:)N(G,-G,)=(G:-G:)A*MA(K,-K,)=(MA-MA)(K,-K,) 
=O. Since N is nonnegative definite, this implies (i). 
To establish (ii) choose and fix a particular solution x = u of EC+ (3.2a). 
Then a general solution to (3.2a) is given by x = u + [I - (A*MA)-A* MA]z 
where z E E” is arbitrary. Observe that for every x so determined 
Hence if 4 = Gy minimizes the N seminorm of x in this class the same choice 
would also minimize its N,, seminorm and vice versa. This establishes (ii). In 
fact, the proof shows that the statement would remain true if NO= N + 
A*hA where A is a nonnegative definite matrix such that %(A*hA) 
c Gx (A* MA), A could be arbitrary otherwise. 
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To establish (iii), one has to verify that G, satisfies conditions (a) and (b) 
of Theorem 3.1. (a) is straightforward. For (b), check that NN,-A*MA 
= N(N+ A *MA) -A *MA = NTA *MA, the parallel sum of the nonnegative 
definite matrices N and A*MA as defined by Anderson and Duffin (1). (b) 
follows from the following property of the parallel sum established by these 
authors (see also Section 10.1.6 in Rao and Mitra (7) in this connection): 
~L(NTA*MA) = S(N) n %(A*MA). 
(iv) In view of (i) and (iii), conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.1 could be 
replaced by the following equivalent condition 
(‘.h”“)G=( ;;). 
A general solution to this equation is given by 
G=G,+Z, 
where Z is a general solution to the corresponding homogeneous equation 
Z=Oe(N+A*MA)Z=N,Z=O. 
This establishes (iv). 
(v) follows from (iv). 
(vi) To prove (vi), observe that in view of (i) 
N(I- GA)= N(I- GaA), 
and that GeA = (A * MA)-A*MA for a particular choice No-A *MA (A*- 
MAN;A*MA)- of (A*MA)-. Note that %[N{I--(A*MA)-A*MA}] is 
independent of the choice of (A* MA) -. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 3.5. 
It is seen from Theorem 3.1 that A,, is not necessarily a g-inverse of A, 
that is, the relation AA MNA =A may not be true for every member of 
{AIWN}. Theorem 3.6 gives the conditions under which the subclass {AGN} is 
not empty. 
THEOREM 3.6. (A +MN} is not empty if and only if 
Q(N) n %(A*) c %(A*M). (3.10) 
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Proof We consider the general solution A,, as given in (iv), Theorem 
3.5 with 
G,= N,-A*MA(A*MAN,-A*MA)-A*M, 
as in (iii), Theorem 3.5. If the solution is a g-inverse, then 
A[G,+(Z-No-N,)U]A=A 
wA(Z- G&=A(Z- Na-N,)UA. (3.11) 
Observe that Rank[A(Z-G,A)]=Rank[A*:A*MA]-Rank(A*MA) by 
Lemma 7.1.2 of Rao and Mitra [7]. Also, 
Rank[A(Z-NcN,)]=Rank[A*:N,,]-Rank(N,). 
Since %(A*MA)c %(N,), we have 
Rank[A(Z- GaA)] > Rank[A(Z- N;iV,,)]. (3.12) 
This shows that eq. (3.11) in U is inconsistent unless strict equality holds in 
(3.12). The equivalence of this condition with (3.10) follows from the 
representation of the intersection of linear spaces given in Lemma 2 of Mitra 
and Rao [3]. Also since (Z- N&N,) = (I- G,,A)K for some K, if (3.10) holds 
and the inequality in (3.12) can be replaced by equality, then 
%[A(z-N,-N,)]=~R[A(z-G,,A)], 
in which case given A - there exists U, such that 
A(Z-Na-N&=A(Z-G&A-. (3.13) 
Such a U clearly satisfies (3.11), thus establishing the consistency of (3.11) 
and the sufficiency of (3.10). 
Under the condition (3.10), we have established the existence of 
G, E { AIMN} such that AG,A = A. Now we choose 
G, = G,AG,. (3.14) 
It is easy to see that G, E { AMN} and AG,A = A and G,AG, = G,, so that 
G, E {A,&,} as defined. 
COROLLARY 3.6.1. Zf (3.10). holds, then the necessary conditions in 
Theorem 3.2 are also sufficient. 
Proof. If (3.10) holds, then by Theorem 3.6 there exists a GEE {A ‘}. 
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Using (vi), Theorem 3.5, 
$JR{N(Z-(A*A4A)-A*MA)}=U%{N(Z-G,A)}. (3.15) 
For any G satisfying (3.5 a,b) or (3.5 c) 
G*N(Z-G,A)=G*NGA(Z-G,A)=O 
*G*N{Z-(A*MA)-A*MA}=O 
+%(NG) c X(A*MA). 
By Theorem 3.1, G E (AMN}. 
Zn Rao and Mitra [6,7] it was wrongly stated that the conditions in 
Lemma 3.2 are necessary and sufficient for G to be A,,. This is however 
true only with an additional condition as in Theorem 3.3. The authors are 
indebted to Dr. M. Sibuya and Dr. K. Tanabe for a remark which led to the 
detection of this error. 
The authors also wish to thank the referee for his comments which led to 
Theorem 2.6. Theorem 2.7 appears in a form which was essentially com- 
municated to the authors by the referee. His comments in general were 
helpful in improving the presentation of this paper. 
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